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GreenSmart 2™ Gas Fireplace Inserts
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Scan the QR Code 
to watch a video 
of the 31 DVI burning. 

Fireplace Xtrordinair proudly produces our 
high-quality line of gas fireplace inserts that 
compliment a broad range of architectural 
styles and heating needs at our manufacturing 
plant in Mukilteo, Washington. We utilize the 
finest materials, and subject them to vigorous 
testing standards to make fireplace inserts 
that stand up to the rigors of time. These 
inserts are the best money can buy. In fact one 
of every three gas inserts sold is one of ours!  
We are proud to be both passionate about the 
science and the art of making beautiful fire for 
your home.

Turn Your Fireplace Into 
An Efficient Heat Source

Our GreenSmart™ fireplace inserts are 
designed to transform virtually any metal 
or masonry fireplace into an efficient source 
of heat. Traditional open fireplaces can have 
efficiency ratings up to 15% and depending 
on the condition can actually draw the heat 
out of your home for a net heat loss! Our 
inserts are “Heater Rated” and may be used 
as a primary heat source or for zonal heating.

North America’s Most 
Popular Gas Insert Line!
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Model 31 DVI with the 
Shadowbox face , Driftwood 

FireArt and Black Enamel 
Fireback
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Zone  Heating
Unlike a gas furnace that ducts heat to all rooms of your 
home, you can use your insert for zone heating and just 
heat the room(s) you are using. Our GreenSmart™ remote 
helps you save on your heating bill by maintaining your 
desired temperature by automatically modulating the 

flame rather than burning fuel when not needed. 

Direct Vent
Our gas inserts are all “direct vent,” meaning that they 
pull combustion air from the outside of the house and 
not your living space.  For indoor air quality, safety and 
performance both combustion air and exhaust gases pass 
through your existing chimney via a direct vent kit.

Choose The Right Model For You
You have five models of gas inserts to choose from 
depending on your heating needs, fireplace size, and 
taste.  Four that feature convection heating and one 

traditional hearth face model.

Consult with your authorized Fireplace Xtrordinair dealer 
to verify which insert best suits your home heating 
needs. Our dealers are trained, qualified professionals 
that can provide expert installation and service on your 
new gas insert.

Take the time to educate young children about the 
dangers of fire and the hot surface temperatures 
of glass and metal surrounding the fireplace insert. 
Consider installing a fire screen; make sure it’s tall 
enough so that children can’t climb over it, and 
that it’s placed far enough away so that reaching 
arms can’t touch the surfaces of the insert. A few 
precautions such as these will allow everyone in 
your home to safely enjoy the comfort and warmth 
of your new gas fireplace insert.
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Model 33 DVI with the 
Universal Face, Fyre-Stone Kit 

and Stainless Steel Fireback
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Quality and Beauty 
from the Inside Out! 

Personalize Your Fire
Our variety of beautiful face and interior options 

give your fireplace insert a custom appearance 

that not only updates the look of any room, but 

makes your fireplace look like it was designed that 

way from the beginning.

Choose a Face
Fireplace Xtrordinair offers higher quality and 

more looks than any other company. You are sure 

to find one that fits your style.

Choose Your Media
You are no longer limited to just one look inside 

your insert.  Choose from our Award Winning 

Ember-Fyre™ Logs, Traditional Log, beautiful 

Driftwood Fire Art featuring sculpted wood that 

looks stunning whether the fire is on or off or the 

Fyre-Stone™ Rock Kit for a completely new look 

in fire. 

Choose an Interior Fireback

A fireback provides a dramatic backdrop for 

the fire, adds visual interest to the space. Pick a 

fireback that best complements your face and 

media selection.

Scan the QR Code 
to watch a video 
of the 32 DVS burning. 
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Model 32 DVS with Ember-Fyre logs, 
Bronze Patina Artisan Face,  Handmade 

Brick Fireback and custom painted panels.
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Model 34 DVL with Ember-Fyre logs,  
Black Painted Classic Arch Face, 
Herringbone Brick Fireback and 

Arched Panels.
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Model 34 DVL with Ember-Fyre logs,  
Artisan Double Door with large 

backing plate, Artisan Accent and 
Herringbone Brick Fireback.
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Full Convection Gas Fireplace Inserts

Models 31DVI GSB2, 33 DVI GSB2
The DVI series is a manual system offering the same 

durable construction and large glass viewing area as the 

top selling GSR2 gas inserts.  Both DVI inserts feature the 

GreenSmart Dancing-Fyre™ burner, standard convection 

fan and your choice of interior media and fireback options.  

For convenient hands-free operation you may upgrade to 

a wall thermostat or a standard thermostat remote control.

Models 32 DVS GSR2 and 34 DVL GSR2 
The GSR2 performance series is our top selling insert line 

offering every feature and every convenience possible. This 

series offers full convection, built-in fans, accent lights, AND 

the GreenSmart Remote with the the highest efficiences 

and the largest turndown ratio of any gas insert.  The 

ultimate in comfort and convenience.

These four models feature a full convection chamber with 

faces that complement your homes interior yet disguises 

the convection chamber that delivers the heat.

Standard thermostat 
remote control

Wall thermostat

GreenSmart 2 thermostat 
remote control

Scan the QR Code 
to watch a video 
of the 34 DVL burning. 
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Model 34 DVL with Ember-Fyre logs,  
Architectural Double Door, Small 
Backing Plate, and Herringbone 

Brick Fireback.
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Model 34 DVL with Ember-Fyre logs, 
brushed nickel Metropolitan Face, 

Herringbone Brick Fireback and Three 
piece panel.
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Models 31DVI, 33 DVI, 32 DVS GSR2 & 34 DVL GSR2 Face Options

Complete Face/Panel 
These faces do not require Finish Panels

Faces That Require Panels
These faces require Finish Panels to complete - see page 15 for details.

Universal Face
31 DVI/32 DVS Small 
23-1/8” H  x 37-7/16” W
31 DVI/32 DVS Large
29” H  x 40-3/8” W
33 DVI/34 DVL Small
27” H  x 40-3/8” W
33 DVI/34 DVL Large 
33-1/2” H  x 44” W

Artisan™ Double Door Requires backing plate

31 DVI/32 DVS Small
23-1/8” H  x 37-7/16” W
31 DVI/32 DVS Large
29” H  x 40-3/8” W
33 DVI/34 DVL Small
27” H  x 40-3/8” W
33 DVI/34 DVL Large 
33-1/2” H  x 44” W

Architectural™  Rectangular or Arched Double Door Requires backing plate

Rectangular Backing Plate
31 DVI/32 DVS Small 
23-1/8” H x 37-7/8” W
31 DVI/32 DVS Large
29” H x 40-3/8” W
33 DVI/34 DVL Small
27” H  x 40 -3/8” W
33 DVI/34 DVL Large
33-1/2” H  x 44” W

Choose from our large selection of high quality face designs in a wide variety of finishes to match virtually any décor.

Black Painted

31 DVI & 32 DVS
30 1/2” W x 20 13/16” H

33 DVI & 34 DVL
34” W  x 24 7/8” H

Bronze  Painted

Shadowbox™  
(shown with one piece finish panel)

Black Painted

Metropolitan™
31 DVI & 32 DVS -  22” H x 30”  W

33 DVI & 34 DVL
26 1/2” H  x 34 3/4” W

Black Painted

Brushed Nickel

Classic Arch™
31 DVI & 32 DVS -  22” H x 30”  W

33 DVI & 34 DVL
26 1/2” H  x 34 3/4” W

Artisan™
31 DVI & 32 DVS -  22” H x 30”  W

33 DVI & 34 DVL
26 1/2” H  x 34 3/4” W

Black Painted

Hand-Rubbed 
Bronze Patina

French Country™
31 DVI & 32 DVS -  22” H x 30”  W

33 DVI & 34 DVL
27 7/8” H  x 33 5/8” W

Brushed Nickel

Black Painted
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Firebacks
Leave the interior basic black for a very simple contemporary look, or add a decorative fireback.  Traditional 
firebacks come in a choice of Handmade Brick , Common Brick, and Herringbone Brick patterns.  For a strikingly 
more contemporary look, choose the beautiful black enamel or stainless steel liner.

Models 31DVI, 33 DVI, 32 DVS GSR2 & 34 DVL GSR2 Finish Options

Fyre-Stone Rock  Kit with Glass Media
(All Models)

Media Options
Your interior media choice transforms the overall look of your insert allowing it to fit with any architectural style.  

Choose from the Ember-Fyre™ High Definition logs which comes standard with the Award Winning Ember-Fyre 

burner for the most realistic wood-like fire available.  This option is available only in the 32 DVS GSR2 or 34 DVL 

GSR2 inserts.  You also have the choice of the Traditional Logset giving you another log option available for all models.  

Or you may choose from the Fyre-Stone™ or Driftwood Fire Art™ which is completed with a glass floor available in 

platinum, bronze or cobalt blue colors.

Common Brick Fireback shown with 
Traditional Log Set

Traditional Log Set with Dancing-Fyre 
(All Models)

Driftwood Fire Art with Glass Media
(All Models)

Herringbone Brick shown with 
Traditional Log Set

Black Enamel Fireback shown with
Driftwood Fire Art and Glass Media

Stainless Steel Fireback shown with
Fyre-Stone  Rock Kit and Glass Media

Handmade Brick  Fireback shown with 
Traditional Log Set

High Definition Ember-Fyre Log Set with 
(32 DVS/34 DVL Only)
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Finishing Your Fireplace Insert
Insert panels are used to close off the opening of your fireplace when installing a gas insert. Fireplace Xtrordinair 
offers a choice of five looks.  Please see page 23 for panel dimension.

8” x 10” Arched Panel and Trim
This option offers the graceful arched 
upper panel, which adds a desirable 
element to many installations. To ensure 
coverage of the fireplace opening, 
consideration must be made to account 
for the radius of the top panel.

     

Rectangular Panel and Trim
The Rectangular Panel System is available 
in three sizes and is the most versatile.

Inside-Fit Panel
You can modify (cut-down) any of the 
standard rectangular panels to fit the 
inside opening of your fireplace. 

Lower Zero Clearance Panel and Trim
Designed to be used with Rectangular 
panel systems, this lower panel offers a 
finished appearance to your installation 
when the existing fireplace opening is 
elevated above the floor. This panel can 
be cut to size and will cover up to 7” below 
the insert.

Bottom Panel and Trim Only

One Piece Panels
The one piece panel is flat, has no trim, 
no seams and does not require a hearth 
extension for a very clean look. This panel 
requires approximately 1” more depth, 
height and width to your fireplace opening 
for the insert to fit. See your Owner’s Manual 
for details.

Optional Insert Wiring Kit

If you do not want the fan power cord 
running across your hearth use our 
optional U.L. approved Fan Wiring 
Kit.  This kit allows you to hard-wire 
the electrical connection within your 
existing fireplace for a safe and cord free 
installation.  Available for all gas inserts.

Go to the Fireplace Xtrordinair™ 
Website and Design Your Own 
Fireplace Insert

Customize the right insert for you. www.
fireplacex.com has a wide selection of 
premium quality gas, wood and electric 
fireplaces and fireplace inserts – each 
custom-crafted with an eye for detail. But 
what’s going to work in your house? 

The Fireplace Xtrordinair Fire Designer 
can help you customize your insert with 
an easy and fun website that helps you 
choose the right insert for the right space 
and for the right look.

Print the specifications of the insert 
you’ve designed and take them into 
any of the more than 1,200 Fireplace 
Xtrordinair dealers worldwide for pricing, 
installation and more. 
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616 GSR2 Traditional Hearth Fireplace Insert

The 616 showcases a very large viewing area second to none.  A traditional hearth look is achieved 
by having our ceramic glass go almost all the way to the bottom of the unit and hearth. The 616 GSR2 
gas insert converts an existing masonry or metal fireplace into an efficient heater while preserving 
the charm of a traditional fireplace.

The standard twin 90 CFM fans (180 CFM total) moves air around the firebox and hidden heat 
exchange system. With a Shadowbox face the heated air is forced down in front of the ceramic glass, 
super heating the air as it moves into the living area. The Universal and Metropolitan faces have 
direct alignment of the convection chamber, allowing transfer of hot air directly into the living area.

This Extra Large insert fits into most fireplace openings, only measuring 24-1/4” high x 35” wide x 16.5” 
deep. Having the controls located laterally allows for an almost 20% increase in glass viewing area. 

The 616 comes complete with fans, 3 accent lights (top and back), 3 stage burner and GreenSmart
Remote. The GreenSmart Comfort Control allows the middle and front burner to operate 
independently of the rear burner for maximum flame turndown.

Face Options
Personalize your fireplace by choosing one of four different designer faces. All faces come 
with safety screens. 

Universal Face

Shadowbox Face - Black Shadowbox Face - Bronze

Metropolitan Face
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Model 616 with the 
Shadowbox Face, Black Painted 
Fireback, Driftwood Fire Art and 

One-Piece Panel.

Scan the QR Code 
to watch a video 
of the 616 burning. 
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Fireback Options
Leave the interior basic black for a very simple contemporary look, or add a decorative fireback.   When using 

the Fyre-Stone Rock Kit or Driftwood Fire Art in the 31 DVI or DVS models, you only have the option of the 

Black Enamel or Stainless Steel interiors.

Media Options
The interior media easily transforms the overall appearance of the insert allowing it to fit a wide range of 
architectural styles.  The Traditional Log Set comes with beautifully detailed logs and glowing embers.  The 
Fyre-Stone Rock Kit and Driftwood Fire Art are equaly stunning and also include glowing embers.

Straight Brick Fireback shown 
with Traditional Log Set

Herringbone Brick Fireback shown 
with Traditional  Log Set

Black Enamel Fireback shown with 
Driftwood Fire Art

Stainless Steel Fireback shown with 
Fyre-Stone  Rock Kit

Handmade Brick  Fireback shown 
with Traditional Log Set

Driftwood Fire ArtTraditional Log Set Fyre-Stone Rock Kit

Standard Black Painted Fireback 
shown with Fyre-Stone kit
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Insert Wiring Kit Option
If you do not want the fan power cord running across your hearth 
use our optional U.L. approved Fan Wiring Kit.  This kit allows you to 
hard-wire the electrical connection within your existing fireplace for 
a safe and cord free installation.  Available for all gas inserts.

Single Piece  Finish Panels
One piece panels are available for the 616 GSR2 and come 
in two sizes. 

30-1/2” H  x 42”  W
34” H x 44”  W

Custom panel sizes are available through your Fireplace 
Xtrordinair dealer.

Model 616 with Bronze 
Shadowbox Face, Black 

Enamel Fireback ,Fyre-Stone 
Set and One-Piece panel
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TECHNOLOGY

GreenSmart 2 Manual System
A dashboard is located under the front of the 31 DVI and 33 DVI models, and is operated manually.  

1. Convection Blower Rheostat Control: OFF and HIGH to LOW adjustments.
2. Variable Flame Control: This control adjusts flame and heat up and down. 
3. Two Position Pilot Selection:  Push up for continuous pilot and down for GreenSmart Pilot.
4. Comfort Control: Push UP for both burners and DOWN for front burner only.
5.  Battery Back-Up: Automatically switches from AC to battery during power outages and back again when power is restored.      
6. Main Burner Switch: This switch turns the burner ON/OFF.

Closed Open

The control valve and wires are hidden by our concealment door on all models to provide an elegant, finished 
appearance. The concealment door conveniently opens and closes for easy access to the controls. 

1 2 3
4 5 6

Drop Down Concealment Door

The patent-pending GreenSmart 2™ System is the most innovative collection of components, controls and technology 
that when combined provides an elegant, smarter and greener way to heat your home. The deluxe 32 DVS and 34 DVL 
models include the GreenSmart 2 modulating remote control.

The manual controls of the 31 DVI and 33 DVI models are located on a black dashboard behind the concealment door. All 
controls are clearly labeled with white silk-screened lettering.

On the 31 DVI and 33 DVI models when the 
concealment door is opened, control panel lighting is 
automatically turned on to make viewing controls on 
the dashboard easy in a low light environment in your 
home. LED lights are powered by a 9 volt battery for 
use even during power outages.

Highly Visible Dashboard

Control Panel Lighting

This switch allows you to run all models in either Continuous Pilot mode  or GreenSmart Pilot mode. A 
continuous pilot stays on all the time, ideal during cold weather when a draft is needed for safe, reliable 
operation. It also reduces condensation which can form on the glass when the appliance is first turned on. 
The GreenSmart Pilot mode uses an intermittent pilot (IPI) spark to light the pilot flame only when the unit 
calls for heat, therefore conserving energy when the appliance is not being operated. This system includes 
a battery back-up, ensuring proper ignition even during power outages.

Choice of Pilots
Continuous Pilot (Standing) or GreenSmart Pilot (IPI)

GREEN SMARTTM2
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· Manual Setting: Fire ON/OFF and adjust 
   flame height. 

· Thermostat Thermostat control setting turns fire automatically 
  ON and OFF to maintain  set temperature.

 · “Smart” Thermostat  In “Smart”  Thermostat mode the flame will 
modulate from low to high, or high to low until the set temperature  
is reached. This will  conserve fuel usage and extend the viewing 
pleasure of the fire.  If the room temperature exceeds the thermostat  
setting, the unit will shut off until heat is required again.. The most 
comfortable and efficient way to heat your home.

The Comfort Control, standard on all models, operates the split-flow burner system. Push the button to OFF and your Comfort 
Control will turn off the rear burner while leaving the front burner on for an attractive flame appearance when less heat is 
desired.  This feature offers a turn-down ratio of up to 72 percent!  Push the button to ON and the rear burner will light giving 
you maximum heat when you need it. This offers you the most beautiful fire and more heating flexibility than any other product. 
Another smarter, greener way to enjoy fire in your home. 

Comfort Control™

The GreenSmart 2™ remote offers the ultimate in features and convenience from any location within 25 feet of your 
appliance and includes a bracket for wall mounting the remote.  There is no need to open the control panel to operate the 
unit.  Standard with the 32 DVS and 34 DVL models. NOT AVAILABLE FOR 31 DVI GS2 and 33 DVI GS2 Inserts. 

Comfort 
Control 

Accent Light 
Control

Fan 
Control

Flame 
Control

Room 
Temperature

Thermostat 
setting or flame 

height on manual

Mode Settings

• Manual
• Thermostat

• Smart Thermostat

watch a video 
of how the 

GreenSmart 2™ 
remote works.

Pilot  Mode 
Indicator

Fahrenheit 
or Celsius 
Indicator

Options 31 DVI & 33 DVI

GreenSmart 2 Remote Control System

Standard thermostat 
remote control

Wall thermostat

Front Burner Only Both Burners On

Accent Light(s) are a standard feature on the 32 DVS 
and 34 DVL gas inserts. This feature adds a warm 
glow to the interior of the firebox and can be used 
when the fire is on or off and is perfect as a night 
light or soft indirect light for the room. The Accent 
Light allows you the ability to use your fireplace 365 
days a year. Note: The DVS features rear accent lights only.  
The DVL features top and rear accent lights. Rear accent 
light feature is not available when using Driftwood or 
Stone Kit. Accent Light Off Accent Light On

Accent Lights
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1 2 3 4
Existing Masonry 
or Zero Clearance 

Metal Fireplace

Select a Fireplace 
Insert

Choose Size and 
Type of Panel

Add Your Face 
Selection

Installing An Efficient Gas Fireplace Insert 
In Your Metal or Masonry Fireplace

The first step is determining whether you have a metal (zero clearance) or masonry fireplace and which insert will fit into 
your fireplace.  Your Fireplace Xtrordinair Design Center Professional can help if you need it.  They will also provide you with 
your new air intake system and exhaust vent liners.  It is important that this work is done by a hearth professional.

Next determine which insert is best for your home based on size and your heating requirements.  Again, your Design 
Center Professional can help. 

Model 31 DVI/32 DVS GSR2 - Heating Capacity: Up to 1,500 sq. ft., BTU Input: Up to 31,000 BTUs/Hr.  
Model 33 DVI/34 DVL GSR2 - Heating Capacity: Up to 2,000 sq. ft., BTU Input: Up to 40,000 BTUs/Hr. 
Model 616 GSR2 - Heating Capacity: Up to 2,000 sq. ft., BTU Input: Up to 39,000 BTUs/Hr. 

Choose the correct size and preferred style of insert panel. 

Select a face design and optional firebrick and you are ready to enjoy your new efficient gas insert by Fireplace Xtrordinair!

If you do not want the fan power cord running across your hearth, consider using the optional Fan Wiring Kit which allows 
you to hard wire the fan’s electrical connection within your existing fireplace.

1

3

4

2

Direct Vent Kit
Looking for a clean look to finish 
off the top of your chimney 
after your insert is installed?  
Fireplace Xtrordinair offers a 
decorative direct vent “Mission-
Style” chimney cap and liner kit 
for your new gas insert.
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3

2

6 5

1

4

Fireplace Inserts
31 DVI/32 DVS GSR2 33 DVI/34 DVL GSR2

Specifications The dimensions and clearances on this page are for reference only.  Refer to the Owner’s Manual prior to installation.

Height
Width in Front
Width in Back

Depth
Flex Vent Diameter

Unit Weight
Glass Area 

(viewing glass will vary slightly with face design)

Powerful Fans

Heating Capacity*
BTU Input (NG)
BTU Input (LP)

Canada Energuide Efficiency

Performance *Gas appliance performance can be affected by negative pressure in the home and by prevailing atmospheric conditions. 
  Contact local building or fire officials about restrictions and installation requirements in your area.

1 = 35”*
2 = 35”
3 =4-1/2”
4 =4-1/2”
5 =1-1/4”**
6 =0”          

Clearances To Combustibles Installation information is available at your local Fireplace Xtrordinair dealer or online at www.fireplacex.com

1 = 35-1/2”*
2 = 35-1/2”
3 = 4”
4 = 4”
5 = 1-1/4”**
6 = 0”      

Note:
1 & 2 - measured from floor.
3 & 4 - measured from side of unit.

Panel Sizes Measurements for each panel is for maximum fireplace opening coverage - Panels not needed on Architectural and Universal Faces.

Arched 8” sides x 10” top

Rectangular 4” sides x 6” top
Rectangular 8” sides x 10” top

Rectangular 10” sides x 13” top
(all can be trimmed for inside fit of fireplace opening)

One Piece Small
One Pice Large

Tested and Certified by to ANSI Z21-88a-2009, applicable sections of UL307b-1995
Note: Improper installation of your gas appliance or failure to operate it in accordance to the guidelines detailed in the Owner’s Manual may negate your warranty 

and endanger your home and family. Installation information is available on our website at www.fireplacex.com.
We recommend all Fireplace Xtrordinair appliances be installed and maintained on an annual basis by your Specialty Hearth Retailer.

19-1/2”
26-1/2”
18”
15-1/8”
3” Exhaust - 3” Air Intake
115 lbs.
24-18” W x 12-7/8” H
352.5 sq. in.
YES - 180 CFM

23-3/4”
31-1/2”
20”
14-1/2”
4” Exhaust - 3” Air Intake
135 lbs.
W x 16-7/8” H
518.38 sq. in.
YES - 180 CFM

Up to 1,500 square feet
31,000 (high) - 10,700 (low)
31,000 (high) - 12,600 (low)

31 DVI              32 DVS
FE 70% (NG)        FE 71.08% (NG)
FE 72.35% (LP)   FE 73.73% (LP)

Up to 2,000 square feet
40,000 (high) - 11,900 (low)
40,000 (high) - 7,400 (low)

33 DVI              34 DVL
FE 70.05% (NG)   FE 72.83% (NG)
FE 70.2% (LP)     FE 73.74% (LP)

40-3/8” w x 23-1/2” h, side of arch 
28-7/8” h at top of arch
37-1/8” w x 25” h
40-3/8” w x 28-7/8” h
44-3/8” w x 31-7/8” h

44-3/16” w x 28-1/4” h at side of arch
44-3/16” w x 33-3/8” h at top of arch
40” w x 29” h
44-3/16” w x 33-3/8” h
48-3/16” w x 36-3/8” h

1 = Floor to Mantle
2 = Floor to Top Facing

3 = Insert to Sidewall
 4 = Insert to Side Facing

5 = Extension onto Hearth
6 = Hearth Dimensions

Up to 2,000 Sq. Ft. 

39,000 (high) - 14,835 (low) 

39,000 (high) - 11,872 (low)

FE 64.18% (NG) 
FE 66.02% (LP)

Note:
1 & 2 - measured from floor.
3 & 4 - measured from side of unit.

23-5/16”
34”
24”
16”
4” Exhaust - 3” Air Intake
133 lbs.
27-3/4” W x 20” H
616 sq. in.
YES - 180 CFM

616 GSR2

1 = 36-1/2”*    33”**
2 = 35-1/2”
3 = 6”
4 = 5”
5 = 0”
6 = 12”      

One Piece Panels:
Small: 42” w x 30 1/2” h
Large: 44” w x 34” h

* maximum 12” mantle depth

**0” If used with one piece      
    panel

* maximum 12” mantle depth

**0” If used with one piece      
    panel

  * with a 12” mantle depth
** with a 4” mantle depth

 FE Efficiency determined using CSA P4.1-02.

38” w x 25” h
40” w x 28-1/2” h

42” w x 30-1/2” h
44” w x 34” h
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See our complete line of fireplaces
Visit us online: www.fireplacex.com

Warranty
Your Gas Fireplace Insert  is backed by a network of Specialty Hearth Dealers and certified factory trained installers.  
Fireplace Xtrordinair warrants our products to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 7 years 
from date of purchase.  All parts, electronics, and labor are covered for a full 2 years.  No other manufacturer’s warranty 
can compare. 

Additional Fireplace Xtrordinair Products
If you are in the market for other hearth products, Fireplace Xtrordinair manufactures a full line of wood, gas and 
electric fireplaces and electric and wood burning fireplace inserts.

Electric Fireplaces

Gas Fireplaces
Fireplace Xtrordinair offers a complete 
line of heater rated gas fireplaces in 
both landscape and portrait-style 
designs.  There are Fireplace 
Xtrordinair gas fireplaces  in many 
sizes and for every heating need.

Xtreme Gas Fireplaces
The Fireplace Xtrordinair 564E and 
21E Electric Fireplaces offer the 
convenience of adding a fireplace to 
any room within your home.  With no 
venting required, installation can be 
completed in as little as one hour.  
They offer a selection of finish faces to 
match any home decor.

Tempest Torch™

Illuminations ™

The Tempest Torch outdoor gas lamp 
is designed to create the ultimate in 
lighting enhancement. The patent 
pending Tempest Torch creates a  
natural venturi effect causing the 
flame to spiral and dance within the 
tempered glass walls without the 
use of electricity.

The Illuminations™ Electric Fireplace 
is a breakthrough product designed 
to mimic the beauty of real burning 
candles.  With a flick of a light switch 
or remote control, add ambiance 
and light without the mess or safety 
issues of candles. These fireplaces can 
be installed either single-sided or as 
a see-thru units.

For the ultimate in design and fire 
style Fireplace Xtrordinair offers the 
Xtreme gas fireplace.  Featuring a huge 
60” wide by 20” tall glass fire viewing 
area and a collection of unique Fire 
Sculpture™ interior art.

Wood Burning InsertsLarge Flush Wood Hybrid-Fyre Wood Insert

Fireplace Xtrordinair offers two flush to 
the fireplace wood burning inserts. The 
33 Elite Plus and the Large Flush Wood 
Hybrid-Fyre™ inserts that feature a super 
clean burn, high efficiency and the 
revolutionary GreenStart™ automatic 
wood igniter.
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